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FOREWORD 

This report is in partial fulfillment of Subtask 2.6 of Contract SNP-1. The discussion 

covers Product Assurance activities of REON, NTO, and Quality Control - Sacramento 

Plant, for the fourth quarter (July, August and September) of Contract Year 1965* 
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I. PRODUCT ASSURANCE - SACRAMENTO 

A. ACTIVITIES IN GENERAL 

Revisions were incorporated in the major subcontractor's Product Assurance plans 

(WANL TNR 088, Revision D, and NTO A0013). The associated WANL Reliability Manual 

and the Quality Control Meinuals for WANL sind WAFF were reviewed by REON. They 

were evaluated, critiques were supplied, and necessary revisions were made. 

Particular attention was focused on quality control of fuel elements. By agreement 

with SNPO on 28 September 1965, the Reliability and Quality Assurance Program 

Plans, REON Reports 2̂ *87 and 2k69, were integrated into a single document to 

be known as REON Reliability and Quality Assurance Program Plan for NERVA Engine 

System, Report 2h69, Revision B, 

Product Assurance Engineering evaluated the various quality-control specifications 

for hardware fabrication. By consolidating requirements and eliminating unneces

sary variability, the variety of specifications employed has been reduced, particularly 

for Dye Penetrant, Ultrasonic and X-ray procedures. This was a joint effort 

with engineering personnel in establishing (and making more realistic) acceptance 

rejection criteria. Product Assurance Engineering also was instrumental in 

obtaining cleaning specifications applicable to large hardware items such as 

nozzles, propellant feed lines, and pressure vessels. By these changes significant 

problem areas were minimized. 

A more positive control of procurement, fabrication, assembly, and testing quality 

operations was accomplished during CY'65. This was due to improved functional 

assignments, establishment of revised systems of control, and the continuous 

monitoring of the efforts applied. 

Positive callouts of all Supplier quality requirements, and greatly expanded 

use of surveillance and product verification at source, have led not only to 

improved quality but also to reduced costs. The use of controlled source verification 

practices has reduced delivery times for items in a number of instances by permitting 

direct shipment to other locations without processing through the Sacramento 

Plant for quality assessment. Improved definition of inspection requirements 

and the establishment of the specific data requirements and documentation retention 

have provided additional gains in the task of assuring quality. 
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The NRX/EST drawings were revised, and (in conjunction with Component Development 

and Project Engineering Groups) these drawings were upgraded to the required 

Level 1 and/or Level 2. As a result of this upgrading, the accomplishment of 

quality requirements for NRX-A5 and XE-1 will be improved, and will include 

sign-off by Product Assiirance Engineering on all drawings and specifications 

used by the REON Program, including those for major items of support equipment. 

A major improvement in the definition and control of quality requirements for 

in-plant fabrication was accomplished by installation of an integrated planning 

system. Product Assxirance and Manufacturing Engineering now jointly prepare 

shop-order planning, including quality requirements. This has provided improved 

communication of requirements and greater consistency in application, and has 

simplified the task of controlling the amount and level of inspection effort. 

Here again, the gain to the program was both in terms of improved asstirance 

of quality and reduction cost of operations. 

Product Assurance monitoring of major subcontractor emd support equipment contractors 

has led to improved definition and compliance with quality requirements for 

fuel elements and other nuclear hardware. The associated end-item documentation 

requirements have been more adequately defined. Improved liaison with major sub

contractors has reduced areas if disagreement and has resulted in clarification of 

SNP-1 requirements. 
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B. NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING EFFORTS 

Considerable effort has been devoted to liaison and consultation with project 

engineering, materials personnel, and Product Assurance staff on applications 

of NDT methods to NERVA hardware problems. Close liaison has been maintained 

with NDT efforts in the Test Area to insure literal conformance to code and to 

standardize and dociament the NDT procedures. 

A very sensitive ultrasonic inspection involving three separate scans (of longitudinal, 

radial, and tangential shear waves) was developed for the finished turbine rotors. 

A development specification, AGO 90072, was prepared and is being used for final 

acceptance of rotors» Machined rotor forgings are also being inspected to the 

same procedures and the findings are being correlated with the findings on the 

finished rotors to develop criteria for the rotor inspection that will predict 

the quality of the finished rotor. 

Pre-irradiation determination of the dielectric properties of Teflon samples 

were made at 9»000 megacycles. The measured values of the samples were recorded, 

and the post-irradiation measurements will be referenced to the control sample» 

Readings for the series of samples having three different integrated doses will 

be compared with the pre-irradiation values to evaluate the radiation effects. 

Post-failure NDT evaluation was made of nozzle S/N 021 following rupture of one 

coolant tube. Ultrasonic tube wall thickness measurement demonstrated the absence 

of any thinning of the walls. Radiographic inspection revealed a foreign object 

obstmicting the flow in the failed tube. The object was removed and proved to 

be a piece of Teflon, presumably part of a valve seal that was damaged during 

the test firing. 

The study of the calibration parameters needed to develop a quantitative ultrasonic 

method for the evaluation of nozzle braze joints showed significant progress. 

These parameters include instrximent and transducer types, and angle and distance 

dependence of the signal, The pacing problem is the development and fabrication 

of a reference sample that will simulate unbonded conditions at both the top 

and bottom of the grooveo 

Considerable effort has been spent in radiographic film review and in supporting 

the Materials Department on failure analysis tasks. 
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C. PRODUCT ASSURANCE ENGINEERING - REON 

1. Propellant Feed System 

A procedure for inspection of rough and finished machined rotors which includes 

ulatrasonic and eddy current tests has been put in effect on aJLl shop order planning 

at Sacramento. 

TPA S/N 10 was disassembled, rebuilt to simulate the configuration of TPA #lk, 

and delivered to the Test Area for installation in CFDTS. 

TPA S/N ik was disassembled, inspected, rebuilt, and delivered to the Test Area 

for additional endurance testing. 

TPA S/N 15 was delivered to NTO after End Item Review. 

TPA S/N l6 was delivered to Lewis Research Center after End Item Review. 

The final acceptance test was waived by SNPO-C. The single-piece turbine-msuaifold-

assembly casting, P/N IOIOI63, has been cast by Perfecto Cast of San Diego. First-

article inspection reports indicate successful casting as a replacement of the 

weld-modified casting P/N 285251. This will eliminate problems previously caused 

by weld distortion. 

The cleaning procedure used for the pximp discharge lines and diluent lines has 

failed to provide contaminant-free lines. An ultrasonic cleaning method is under 

evaluation that will increase the degree of cleanliness of the hardware when 

received at the NTO site. 

Two diluent lines, P/N's 10135^6 and 101351+7, which has been accepted by the 

End Item Review Board, were returned to the vendor to rework. There was an inter

ference between the lines and the WANL/ACFI Roof Mounted Shield. It was considered 

more economical to rework the diluent lines than to rework the discrepant shield 

and support. 
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2. Thrust Chamber and Nozzle 

The cleaning standard, AGC-STD-9001, which is used for cleaning the nozzle, 

will be changed to permit the use of FREON cleansing agent in conjunction with 

ultrasonics. Evaluation by the Materials Department indicates no detrimental 

effects from FREON. This new cleaning method will be applied to Nozzle S/N 

02 it. 

The hot-gas-bleed port, P/N 706967-39, S/N 8800081*, was approved by SNPO-C and 

delivered to NTO for use on Nozzle P/N 111U263-39, S/N 0026. 

3o Instnmientation and Test Stand Control System 

The TSCS design was completed. Breadboard layouts and mockups that were fabricated 

in Building 2001+, have provided assurance that system's design specification 

will be met. A critical review of the TSCS drawings has resulted in the economic 

fabrication of the hardware without sacrifice to the functional reliability. 

U. NRX-EST Drawing Review 

An exhaustive review was made by PAD on approximately 620 drawings. The significant 

item was the use of 19-9DL stainless in flanges of line assemblies. Upon engineering 

evaluation, it was considered acceptable for the NRX-EST use only. Engineering 

changes are in process to replace 19-9DL stainless with a 300 series stainless 

steel which will be compatible for cryogenic usage. 

The review stimulated the need to upgrade AGO drawings to Level 2. 

5. Interface Control Dimensions 

Interface Change Order Requests #1001+3 regarding interface coverage for NRX-A5 

purge ports and ICOR #10106, relating to NRX-EST Test Car ICD, with incorporational 

containers for dosimeter packets on the top and bottom faces of the direct radiation 

sheet, were approved by PAD. 
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A review of NRX-A5 Interface Control Drawing IOIOOU5 showed a need for interface 

clarification between AGO and WANL. A series of conferences have been planned 

to establish agreements. 

6. Integrated Planning 

90 sets of integrated planning were reviewed during this report period. 

Concerted efforts are continuing to reduce defects by providing precise quality 

control direction in Integrated Planning. Questionable callouts (particularly 

on Interface Control Drawings), critical and major dimensions, and preventive 

precautions to eliminate discrepancies are being reviewed by the cognizeint PAD 

engineer and planner. Generally, the objectives of Quality Procedure 11-1-

21, Inspection Planning; Fabrication and Assembly Operations - REON are being 

attained, 

7. Drawing Review 

Thirty-five drawings were reviewed of which 30 were returned with comments, 

and 5 were signed after incorporation of PAD engineering requirements. A compre

hensive review was made of the NRX-A5 nozzle, cylinder, and closure drawings; 

comments were published and distributed. 

8. Specification Review 

AGO Cleaning Standard 900lt, for cleaning of the pressure vessel, has been approved 

and is to be referenced on the appropriate drawings. 

Nozzle S/N OOO2U is to be cleaned with FREON and ultrasonically in accordance 

with planning procedure. This method will be reflected by a revision to 

AGC-STD-9001, Cleaning will be done under cognizemce of PAD Engineering, followinfc 

PAD'S Operation Procedure, 
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9. Irradiation 

PAD Engineering participation in the irradiation studies presently being made 

by the Materials Department was discussed with members of that group, and PAD 

Engineering's need for specifications, test procedures, and the like was expressed. 

It was agreed that PAD Engineering would be kept informed of their accomplishments. 

Further discussions to explore specifics were arranged with Mr. R. E. Branstrom, 

10. MRB Action 

Hot Gas Bleed Port, P/N 706967-39, S/N 88OOO8U, was reviewed by MRB, accepted 

by SNPO-C, shipped to NTO, and fit onto Nozzle P/N 111^263-39, S/N 00026, a 

component of the NRX-EST. A report from the Test Site was that the Bleed Port 

fit onto the nozzle "perfectly". 



QUALITY CONTROL SACRAMENTO PLANT, REON COGNIZANCE 

lo Receiving Inspection 

a. Summary 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER QUARTER 

Parts received 5632 12,982 I90I+ 20,518 

Parts discrepant 105 178 75 358 

Discrepancies 202 238 23I+ 67!+ 

Percent discrepant (P) 1.8 l.lt .OU I.7 

Defects per part (c") OoOU 0.02 ,12 0.03 

Discrepancies by category: 

A, 

B, 

C. 

Do 

E, 

Fo 

G, 

Ho 

lo 

Dimensional 

Damage 

Identification 

Parent Metal 

Weld 

Plating 

Functional 

Material 

Miscellaneous 

6 

5k 

56 

k 

0 

1 

0 

0 

81 

35 

IU9 

32 

0 

k 

k 

1 

0 

13 

81 

18 

61 

8 

0 

1 

10 

21 

3k 

122 

221 

II+9 

12 

k 

6 

11 

21 

128 

202 238 23I+ 67lt 
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Active Receiving Inspection Process Parts for the Quarter 

Part Number 

JULY 
AN507C-1+2B-18 
1-221850 
1-221851 
1-221851 

AUGUST 
MS I8O6I+ 

707217 
707217 
28519^ 

28519̂ + 

SEPTEMBER 
AS-1023 

287738 

702386 
1010306 

Part Name 

Screw 
Spring 
Spring 
Spring 

Set Screw 
Tube-Coolant 
Tube-Coolant 
Torus Fuel 
Nozzle 
Torus Fuel 
Nozzle 

Lip Seal 

Clevis 

Live Assy, 

Rec' 

36 
12 
12 
12 

97 
32 
1*0 
1* 

5 

10 

13 
5 
3 
1* 

1+ 

Parts 
Dis-

d crepsuit 

36 
12 
12 
12 

97 
16 
8 
1* 

5 

10 

13 
1 
3 
1+ 

1* 

IR 
N\mber 

271029 
270929 
270930 
270931 

1+01602 
26361k 
263675 
263655 

263656 

I+OI7I+6 

1+01751 
1+01875 
271+678 
1+01838 

1+01912 

Dis
crepancies 

36 
36 
36 
36 

97 
16 
8 
7 

10 

21 

23 
1 
39 
9 

17 

Type 

A 

1 

23 
1 
13 

of Discrepancy* 

B 

12 
12 
12 

97 
16 
8 

5 
1 

1 

C 

12 
12 
12 

7 

10 

D 

36 
12 
12 
12 

20 
material 

k 
21 
1* 

function 
8 8 

parent 
metal 

Legend 

A - Dimensional 

B - Damaged 

C - Identification 

D - Miscellaneous 
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a. Summary 

Parts inspected 
Parts discrepant 
Discrepancies 
Percent discrepant_(P) 
Defects per part (C) 

Machine Process 

Parts inspected 
Parts discrepant 
Discrepancies 
Percent discrepant_(P) 
Defects per part (C) 

Weld Process 

Parts inspected 
Parts discrepant 
Discrepancies 
Percent discrepant_(P) 
Defects per part (C) 

Hydro Process 

Parts inspected 
Parts discrepant 
Discrepancies 
Percent discrepant_(P) 
Defects per pgurt (C) 

JULY 
1+̂ 1* 

82 
1+17 

17.6 
0.9 

JULY 
353 

62 
381 

17o5 
1.08 

JULY 
66 
17 
32 

25.8 
0.5 

JULY 
i+5 

3 
It 

6,6 
.09 

AUGUST 
192 

53 
152 

27.7 
0.8 

AUGUST 
I61t 

ko 
117 

2k,k 
0,7 

AUGUST 
l6 
9 

11+ 
56.3 

0,9 

AUGUST 
12 

1+ 
21 

33o3 
1.8 

SEPTEMBER 
311+ 

37 
151+ 

1 1 . 8 
0.5 

SEPTEMBER 
21+2 

29 
126 

12.0 
0.5 

SEPTEMBER 
63 

3 
8 

1+.8 
0 . 1 

SEPTEMBER 
9 
5 

20 
55«5 

2 .2 

QUARTER 
970 
172 
723 

17.8 
0.7 

QUARTER 
759 
131 
621+ 

1 7 . 1 
0,8 

QUARTER 
11+5 

29 
5k 

20o0 
0,k 

QUARTER 
66 
12 
1+5 

18,2 
0.7 

e. Assembly Process 
(Pre and Post Test) 

Parts discrepant 
Discrepancies 

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER QUARTER 

Tf 11 15 W 
151 50 68 269 
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Section 11 

Subcontractor and Procurement Control 
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II. SUBCONTRACTOR AND PROCUREMENT CONTROL 

A. ACTIVITIES IN GENERAL 

1. Liaison Activities 

REON PAD provided technical support during a three day conference resulting in 

a fully coordinated Final Acceptance Test Procedure for the OPS. 

Through the source surveillance of Bendix to the REON imposed Factory Inspec

tion and Test Plan, significant design deficiencies were detected. REON PAD 

source surveillance detected the following condition while performing to the 

control points established on the Factory Inspection and Test Plan: 

The graphite seals fractured during the acceptance test. Post-test disassembly 

evaluation detected that a redesign of the seals must be initiated. New seals 

are being developed and a retest of the actuators is scheduled. 

REON PAD source surveillance completed a review of the Air Preheater QC system 

and its implementation. This review resulted in a recommendation to the REON 

Engineering Task Force leader, and SNPO-C to redefine and clarify the require

ments of the AETRON Specification 6881+ to achieve appropriate hardware control 

and necessary docimientation for the EIR for the duct. 

The Functional Acceptance Testing of the FMHS/OPS has been completed. All open 

MRR's have been reviewed and documented. All incomplete and excluded tests were 

properly documented. 

The NRX-A1I Reactor has been shipped from WANL and all required documentation 

has been transmitted with the finalized EIR to the cognizant activities. The 

S/N 26 Nozzle has been shipped to NTO and the final EIR transmitted to NRDS, 

NTO Quality Control. 

REON PAD has continued to periodically survey the functional areas of NTO Quality 

Control. Improvements in communications and coordination has increased the effective

ness of PAD NTO Operations, 
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2. WANL Relations 

REON Product Assurance Representative at WANL has reviewed and commented on 

TNR-O88, Revision D, Reliability and Quality Assurance Program Plsui, along with 

supporting Reliability and Quality Control Manuals. Meetings held with WANL 

have identified mandatory and recommended changes as required by REON/SNPO-C. 

These requirements are being incorporated into a final draft with the intent 

of formal submittal early next quarter. 
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B. SUBCONTRACTOR SURVEILLANCE AND NTO COORDINATION 

1. REON Product Assurance Activities in Sacramento 

Subcontractor Purchase Order review activity has been maintained by Subcontractor 

and Procurement Control. During this period, forty (Ho) purchase order packages 

were received and reviewed prior to transmittal to SNPO-C. 

Subcontractor Control contributed to the review and comment on numerous pro

cedures and specifications. 

The Bendix Products Aerospace Division, South Bend, Indiana 

The July delivery date for the first Turbine Powered Control Valve Actuator 

has not been met by Bendix, A second actuator acce-ntance test attempted by 

Bendix revealed additional problems other than those encountered with the trans

mission bearing. Bendix is continuing the investigation on the transmission 

and is working on a new design for the Dynamic Seal. Scheduled completion for 

the four actuators is now set for November I965. REON PAD is reviewing the 

test data and new design as submitted by Bendix. REON Engineering and REON 

PAD personnel will survey the calibration of test equipment and the End Item 

Test at Bendix prior to the data becoming a record in the EIR„ 

Interface Control Drawing (ICP) 

REON Product Assurance is continuing to review and upgrade interface control 

drawings on the NRX-EST Test Car. Interface change order requests are being 

issued to correct any errors or omissionso A REON PAD Engineer has been assigned 

to the ICD Committee to determine the specific areas that require committee 

concentrations. 

Post Operative Cell Material Transfer System (POCMTS) 

The AGO Specification 900002, POCMTS Equipment Specification, has been revised 

and will be reviewed by REON PAD prior to issue. 

Engine Installation Vehicle TV Boom 

The Engine Installation Vehicle (EIV) TV Boom procurement package has been released 

for bid. Bids will be based on Specification AGC 90021A and associated work 

statement. Both documents have been reviewed and approved by REON PAD prior to 

issuance. 
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Manned Control Car and Engine Installation Vehicle (MCC/EIV) 

The continued problem with the MCC/EIV Television System has prompted the decision 

to send the TV camera, camera amplifier and control unit back to the factory 

for repair. 

Procurement of the EIV lateral and azimuth carriage has been initiated. Procurement 

docvmients were reviewed by Product Assurance prior to release. Fabrication 

is to be initiated pending completion of review of bid packages. 
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2. Ancillary Contracts 

a. ETS-1 Duct Fabrication - Air Preheater Corporation 
(A.P.) Wellsville, New York 

The AETRON "ETS-1 Duct" Specification No. 688U was reviewed by REON PAD and specific 

recommendations made in regard to changes and inclusions to the dociiment. A 

meeting was held with SNPO-C and AETRON and the specification is now being revised 

as a result. Air Preheater asked for guidance concerning the "makeup" of their 

Narrative End Item Report. This guidance concerning the "makeup" of their Nar

rative End Item Report. This guidance has been given to the A,P. QC representatives 

and the recommendations for a nximber of detail NEIR items to be included in 

the forthcoming revision of No. 688U Specification. A.P. records are satisfactory 

and available and problems with NEIR documentation should be minimized. 

The Duct installation tolerances have been studied by REON Project and reviewed 

by REON PAD for the purpose of evaluating the dimensional tolerances of var

ious components of the duct and bottom shield and to determine its effect on 

duct installation at ETS-1. Maximum misalignment between the duct and test 

stand in the horizontal and vertical directions including angular misalignment 

has been specified. An Np pressure soap bubble test of the duct "Elbow" revealed 

one pinhole in approximately five thousand feet of weld on this assembly. A 

repair procedure was developed by Air Preheater, reviewed by REON PAD and approved 

by SNPO-C. The repair was made without incident, a retest scheduled, initiated 

and the repair accepted by inspection. 

The Air Preheater stress relieving procedures were reviewed and recommendations 

made that a Quality Control check list and cleanliness requirement be incorporated. 

A survey was conducted by A.P. on the duct straight sections and a number of 

suspect areas requiring repair were found. These areas cannot be X-rayed after 

repair, as required by the specification; therefore, a new procedure for using 

dye penetrant method of inspection has been generated by Air Preheater, reviewed 

by REON PAD and submitted to SNPO-C. 
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b. ETS-1 Engine Compartment Radiation Shield -
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Sunnyvale, California 

The Top Shield, S-2 Transfer Car and the duct cover car were shipped from Westinghouse, 

Siinnyvale, to ETS-1, NRDS, Jackass Flats, Nevada. Acceptance documentation was 

reviewed by SNPO-C and REON PAD prior to shipment. 

The Bottom Shield is being completed and readied for final inspection and test. 

Existing welding problems have been resolved and dispositoned work is continuing 

on the side shield and Z-ring. Constant Quality Control surveillance is being 

maintained on all manufacturing operations by a Resident REON PAD Representative. 

WEC has completed the Top Shield installation and erection procedure. The pre

liminary draft of the document was reviewed by REON PAD, SNPO-C and NTO Quality 

Control. Additions and corrections were made suid the procedure was tentatively 

accepted, pending final draft review by SNPO-C. Approval was given for Westinghouse 

and the installation contractor to proceed with the erection procedure of the 

Top Shield. The Bottom Shield installation and erection procedure is in rough 

draft form and will be preliminarily reviewed at WEC prior to submittal to SNPO-C. 
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c. Bellows Assembly - Pathway Bellow, Inc., 
El Cajon, California 

Pathway Bellow, Inc. has been selected to fabricate the bellows assembly, 

P/N 09^^2^-6 for the 87 inch conoseal Joint being manufactured at Marman-Aeroquip 

Corp. Pathway Quality Control capabilities were evaluated by AGC QC representa

tive and specific areas were found xinacceptable and required upgrading. Corrective 

action was requested and Pathway showed evidence of satisfactory improvement 

in a later plant evaluation. 

The Pathway manufacturing and inspection procedures were reviewed and commented 

on. Revised planning was resubmitted to REON PAD for approval, at which time, 

inspection hold points were added for AGC in-plant supplier Quality Control witnessing. 
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d. 87 Inch Conoseal, Marman-Aeroquip Division, 
Santa Monica, California 

A second Phase I operational acceptance test of the 87 inch Conoseal Joint has 

been witnessed by REON PAD. Modification of the actuator motors and support 

brackets has been accomplished for the test. A calibrated orifice has been placed 

in the nitrogen supply line to define the minimum operating volvime of nitrogen 

required to operate the seal. The actuator performed through the complete test 

cycle without deficiency and was accepted by REON PAD. Witnessing the interface 

of the 87 inch conoseal with the Pathway Bellows at Aeroquip will be accomplished 

prior to the conoseal being shipped to the ETS-1 Duct fabricator (Air Preheater 

Corporation) in Wellsville, New York. 

e. E-MAD Building - NRDS 

The E-MAD Building Overhead Positioning System (OPS) and Floor Mounted Handling 

System (FMHS) being installed under the cognizance of American Machine and Foiondry 

(AMF) was visited by REON PAD representatives to review AMF's documentation for 

completeness and accuracy prior to final acceptance testing. The previously 

agreed to QC requirements had been satisfactorily adhered to by AMF and NTO QC 

inspection surveillance was intensified in regard to any inspection abnormalities 

found during the cleanup, checkout and acceptance testing periods. 
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3. WANL Activities 

NRX Closure/Guide Tube Welder Certification is still in process for WANL personnel. 

Revised copies of Process Specifications and associated RAPO's and QIP's are 

presently being drafted at WANL. Early coordination and approval of these documents 

is anticipated due to the previous work in relation to NRX-Â i. The actual certifica

tion effort is not presently scheduled, but should be accomplished in a timely 

manner for the next application. 

Beta Backscatter Data Evaluation completed by WANL has demonstrated the precision 

and repeatability of the equipment as an inspection device. As a result of this 

statistical approach, the inspection sampling for NRX-A5 Fuel Elements has been 

revised to provide an ability to treat each element as an entity rather than 

require batch identification. Additional effort to develop dimensional inspection 

capabilities for external surfaces has resulted in the issuance of TME-II89 describing 

a modified Micro-Dorm (Unit Process Assemblies) unit. This unit has yet to be 

declared operational, primarily due to lack of detailed operating and calibration 

procedures, as well as a lack of trained personnel. 

The NRX-5 Element Process and Inspection plan has been issued. This plan, including 

flow charts, specifications, process procedures, inspection procedures and drawing(s), 

is a complete document. As changes are effected, it will be updated so that 

it will reflect the technical direction to the Westinghouse Astrofuel Facility. 

The Ait reactor and pressure vessel shipped from WANL with finalized End Item 

Report (EIR) has been received at NTO and inspected with no difficulties noted. 
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U. AMF Activities 

a. Overhead Positioning System (OPS) 

A review of the final OPS and End Item Report (EIR) at American Machine and Foundry 

(AMF) accomplished Engineering sign-off of the report and a review of all other 

OPS documentation and technical data relative to the OPS End Item File. The 

review was accomplished by REON Project Engineering and REON Product Assurance 

representatives and coordinated with AMF personnel. Desired additions and changes 

in the EIR were discussed, and agreed to, and after incorporation of these, the 

report was signed off by REON PAD. Incorporation of all AECN's on the drawings 

is completed and microfilming and packaging for shipment has been accomplished. 

The OPS acceptance testing was completed on schedule, except for window station 

and portable controller tests, shock and vibration testing and trolley limit 

switch tests. All tests are in the process of completion and all testing. Product 

Assurance Surveillance is accomplished by NTO Quality Control. A number of discrep

ancies noted during the final acceptance testing of the OPS were such that they 

could be corrected immediately. However, ̂ 0 MRR's have been initiated to cover 

hardware nonconformities» A meeting has been scheduled to resolve completion 

of the OPS punch-list items and the closing out of the open MRR's. 

b. Floor Mounted Handling System (FMHS) 

Outstanding MRR's on the FMHS were received from AMF and reviewed by REON Project 

Engineering and REON PAD. The turntable carriage and dolly acceptance tests 

are complete. AGC will modify carriage and dolly motor sizes to provide more 

horse power (hp) and modify wheel flsinges to negotiate the large existing rail 

gaps. 
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5. Other Activities 

a. Steam Generator System 

The Steam Generator is in various stages of disassembly and repair. Specific 

components are being sent to Thiokol for refurbishing. The extent of the repair 

at Thiokol will be based on the Steam Generator System evaluation and Steam Generator 

Development Test Program. REON PAD will assure that the specified Quality Control 

requirements are applied in the performance of the repair and a Product Assurance 

representative be present during the testing to document any test anomalies that 

may occur. 

b. Worthington Control Company (Annin), 
Montebello, California 

Nineteen Globe and Remote Shut-off Valves returned to Annin for refurbishing 

have been assembled £ind tested. All valves but three passed acceptance testing 

and those failed by developing leakage past the "KEL-F" gasket seal during cold 

test and were rejected. 

Annin inspection planning procedures for the twelve inch (12") Electrohydraulic 

Control Valve, AIP-1, 50 PCV-J+^9, has been reviewed with comments submitted to 

Annin. Welding and hard-facing procedures are in process of preparation and 

are to be reviewed by REON PAD. 

c. Security Valve Company, Burbank, California 

Twenty-one lift check valves were tested, accepted and released for shipment 

to NTO. Only minor problems were encountered during the assembly and testing 

of these valves. 
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d. Jo C. Fabricators, Gardena, California 

Two six-inch 150 lb, ring joints consigned to J. C. Fabricators from Neal Supply 

Company were rejected due to damage flange faces. All fittings received were 

improperly packaged. Neal Supply was contacted for corrective action on future 

shipments. 

A meeting was held at J. C. Fabricators with representatives from SNPO-C AGC/NTO, 

CATCO, AETRON, REON PAD, and Neal Supply Company to identify and assure trace-

ability of fabricated elbow fittings with X-ray film and chemical and physical 

certifications. The investigation revealed that J. C. Fabricators had material 

traceability. 

e. Associated Piping and Engineering Company, 
Compton, California 

Fabrication of the INVAR Vacuum Jacketed Pipe is nearing completion. The first 

two spools were released for shipment to NTO. The 10^ X-ray requirement of the 

outer Jacket and dye penetrant inspection, including hydro-testing of all spools, 

were witnessed by REON PAD. Some difficulty was encoimtered during Level G cleaning, 

in getting the spools into the clean room due to their size and configuration. 

Arrangements are being made to clean spools m another clean room area. Chemical, 

physical and test certifications have been reviewed and accepted and included 

with the shipment to NTO. 
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C. PROCUREMENT CONTROL 

1. Activities in General 

During the Uth Quarter CY 65 Product Assurance Procurement Control continued 

their efforts to improve the quality of procured products and configuration control. 

The implementation of pre-production controls has focused attention on problem 

areas and potential nonconformances. This peraiits engineering and product assurance 

evaluation prior to production and the opportvinity to determine the action to 

be taken rather than evaluating the result after the fact. 

The NERVA Procurement Requisitions (PR's), Interplant Work Authorizations (iWA's), 

Advance Quotation Requests (AQR's), Purchase Orders (PO's) and changes processed 

during the fourth quarter CY 65 are listed below: 

Month 

July 

August 

September 

PR's 

171 

197 

191 

PRc/n 

86 

101 

55 

IWA's 

11 

17 

8 

IWAc/n 

16 

9 

lU 

ACR's 

9 

8 

9 

TOTAL 

293 

332 

277 

PO & c/n 

125 

li+5 

190 

TOTAL 559 2^2 36 39 26 902 U60 

The increase in work effort in this area of Product Assurance Procurement Control 

is not only attributed to the quantity of procurement actions processed but to 

the more detailed review and study being given to definition of product assurance 

verification requirements and controls. Particular attention is being given 

to definition of work scope so that inspection controls can be more efficiently 

and effectively incorporated and to definition of configuration to released Engineering 

and Vendor drawings. 

Since the initiation of this more critical review, the improvement has been noticeable. 

In the month of September, of 277 procurement requests, only ten were returned, 

and of these, seven were for work scope or configuration deficiencies. 
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Effective on 13 September I965, the Sacramento Plant (including REON) incorporated 

the usage of the new Quality Control Standard Clause attachment. The clauses 

ntmiber 1 through 37, are corporate clauses, in that all Aerojet Plants using 

this attachment use these identified clauses without change. Any clauses that 

are needed by any specific plant or operation within the plant are added to the 

specific attachment used by that plant. Those identifiable to the Sacramento 

Plant are in the one-hundred series, currently 100 through 113. 

Simultaneously with this change the use of a new Quality Control Master Card 

was initiated. This card is in folder form containing more preprinted information 

than the old master card. It provides for more information and improved record. 

To be consistent with the corporate standard for the Sellers Inspection System 

Provisions that are in accordance with NASA requirement, the Seller will be required 

to maintain a system that complies with Aerojet-General Quality Control Standard 

H 1-6 rather than to the Quality Control Standard QCS B-91-U, which was a Liquid 

Rocket Plant Procedure prepared as an interim procedure until the corporate standard 

could be released. 
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2. Source Activities 

During the fourth quarter CY 65, Source Acceptance actions were completed on 

91 purchase orders at k3 subcontractors' and suppliers' pleints. REON Product 

Assurance provided this coverage on l6 of the purchase orders at 12 plants. 

Under the direction of REON Product Assurance, Polaris Supplier Quality Control 

furnished resident coverage at one plant where four orders were accepted. Sacramento 

Plant Supplier Quality Control provided coverage on 71 orders at 32 plants. 

At 27 suppliers' plants, 55 purchase orders are currently under surveillance: 

At ten suppliers' plants, l8 purchase orders are covered 

by REON Procurement Control Representatives. 

At one supplier's plsait, one purchase order was covered 

by the Polaris Quality Control Division of Aerojet-

General Sacramento Plant. 

At l6 suppliers' plants, 36 purchase orders are covered 

by Support Operations Quality Control of Aerojet-General 

Sacramento Plant. 

The source acceptance plan utilized by AGC Supplier Quality Representatives, 

as incorporated in the purchase order, is based on establishing AGC control 

or verification points on the supplier's inspection planning that has been 

approved by the AGC Supplier Quality Representative. To be approved by the 

AGC-SQR, the supplier's inspection planning must include provisions for verifying 

all characteristics specified on the drawing and it shall be integrated with 

the manufacturing operations to ensure inspection operations will be observed. 

For those components that are complex or critical to the NERVA Program, review 

of the supplier planning by REON Product Assurance coordinated with Project 

Engineering, as necessary, is required. 

Utilizing the supplier planning is effective in that supplier personnel are 

more likely to conform to procedures and instructions presented in a format 

with which they are familiar. Also, AGC-REON is not required to prepare detailed 

inspection planning which subsequently the supplier would have to transpose 

on his format to be compatible with his sequence of operations. 
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By assigning the approval responsibility to the Supplier Quality Representa

tive, cognizant of the particxilar company or plant, we provide him the opportunity 

to take into consideration the supplier's capability of personnel and integrity 

as well as the significance of the characteristics. REON has been able to 

provide complete coverage, where required and advantageous, within budget by 

utilizing other Quality Control Division Representatives resident in the area. 
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3. Special Processes 

The NERVA Program will benefit from recent improvements in the system for evaluating 

special process subcontractor capabilities developed by the Sacramento Plant 

Supplier Quality Control Department. This department is responsible for evaluating 

and approving special process subcontractors used by the Sacramento Plant, 

including REON. 

Through personal meetings with responsible personnel with other contractors 

certain agreements were established regarding the exchange of quality information, 

AGC Sacramento Plant Supplier Quality Control supply 

each participating contractor with current copies of 

our Corporate Register of certified special process 

suppliers and the Sacramento Plant listing of evaluated 

suppliers and subcontractors. In return, each partici

pating contractor has supplied Aerojet with their equivalent 

registers. 

Each contractor is responsible for the performance and 

the continued use of the suppliers which they elect to 

use. To preclude any possible litigation, disapprovals 

for cause are not transmitted. 

Back-up survey approval forms and data are made available 

by cognizant evaluating contractor when requested for 

r'̂ view and evaluation. 

Evaluation lists are transmitted and kept current within 

the limits of each contractor's publication policies. 

The basic agreements negotiated have provided outstanding results. During 

the past six months we have greatly reduced our travel by review of supplied 

data and we have been able to provide much more timely evaluation results. Where 

previously a survey request had to be programmed into a futvire survey trip, we 

are generally able to establish the acceptability of a supplier within ^8 hours 

by review of other contractor supplier information. 

Currently we maintain almost immediate evaluation capability of over 6000 suppliers 

at a lesser cost than was formerly expended to maintain some 1500. 
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k. Receiving Inspection 

The efficiency and effectiveness of Receiving Inspection operations have been 

improved by resolution of problems which were resulting in delays. 

a. Inspection Planning Problems 

Numerous parts ordered by REON were formerly used on LRO programs and had residual 

planning in file. Many of these items were inspected 100^ for all characteristics 

whether functional or affecting the interchangeability. 

Resolution; Planning has been made available by PAD-Procurement Control and 

will be available as required for all LRO parts ordered by REON. Each item as 

ordered is plsuined during requisition review and/or at receiving inspection at 

time of arrival of hardware, 

b. Split Shipments 

Split shipments have caused several problems because REON planning was utilized 

for the first lot or shipment and consequently was not available for following 

lots. This required new planning for each lot. A second problem caused by 

split shipments was the lack of a drawing because on completion of inspection 

of each lot the blueprint was destroyed. 

Resolution; The LRO planning section produces a copy of each plan for use 

in the individual lot shipments. The original is filed for future use. This 

action has been in effect since 1 August 1965 and has reduced the workload sub

stantially. Effective the last week of Aiigust 1965, all prints are removed from 

REON packages upon completion of inspection and delivered to Receiving Inspection. 

A file is being established for REON used parts drawings. In this short period, 

several prints have already been used two or three times. This item has reduced 

the requirement for additional blueprints by approximately 50 per cent. 

c. Pvurchase Order Copies 

Copies of orders have not always been available. This often results in a delay 

in processing. With the advent of the "new" Quality Control clauses, a new problem 

has arisen with requisition purchase orders. The clauses are indicated on an 

attached sheet and on several occasions the buyer failed to add them to the Purchase 

Order. It has been necessary to obtain a photo copy of the attachment before the 

doc\anentation package could be reviewed. 
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Resolution: PAD Procurement Control is now aware of this problem and the Purchasing 

Department has been alerted. The absence of purchase order copies is accidental, 

the copies either were lost in transit or misplaced. 

d. Suppliers Information Requests (SIR's) 

Prior to the first of September, Receiving Inspection was not on the distribution 

list. Jobs were often delayed pending receipt from the Purchasing Department. 

Resolution: A copy or copies are now available as released from the PAD Engineer 

at Receiving Inspection. 

Nonconformances processed during August and September included: 

37 - Inspection Reports were processed (iR's) 

58 - Suppliers Discrepancy Action Reports (SDAR's) 

were processed. 
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Section I I I 

Quality Assurance REON 
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III. QUALITY ASSURANCE REON 

A. ACTIVITIES IN GENERAL 

1. System and Procedures 

To supplement the Product Assurance Program Plans, the Quality Procedures 

system was established to call out requirements which are unique to the REON Program 

at Sacramento. Where requirements of all Sacramento operations are sufficient, 

separate QP's are not prepared. In order to meet more urgent requirements, 

first attention was given to areas of quality planning and documentation, test, 

and material control systems. 

Quality procedures were issued for the following subjects: 

11-1-21 Inspection Planning: Fabrication and Assembly 

Operations. 

5-1-22 Inspection Planning: Station 6U0 Operations 

12-2-22 Quality Assurance Data Books 

12-2-24 Assembly Travel Log Books 

18-1-21 Shipping Material for Government Contracts 

Memorandum Test Area Control-REON Engine and Component Anticipated QP Testing 

Other Quality Procedures have been processed and are in final coordination phases. 

These include: 

11-1-25 Test Referrals 

15-1-22 Reclassification of Materials (Upgrading 

or Downgrading) 

l'l+-l-2it Engineering Change Requests (Quality Requirements) 

15-1-21 Nonconforming Material Control 

12-2-21 End Item Reports 

Quality Procedures in preparation also include those relating to receiving inspection 

and procurement quality control. These, for the most part, are covered currently by 

memoranda or management agreements, but remain to be formalized by the Quality 

Procedure system. 
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2. Audit Activities 

Three audits were initiated and completed during this quarter. The first of 

these audits concerned itself with an examination of Shop Area Inspection Reports 

and was initiated in an attempt to provide information that would permit us 

to understand more about the "system" used to produce NERVA hardware. A total 

of 959 discrepancies were analyzed. 

The second of these audits was an examination of the NERVA Sacramento Test 

History from December of 196̂ + to August of I965. The objectives of this audit 

were to establish a reliability performance for engine and test support hard

ware and for accept-as-is and rework/repair ratios for engine hardware, and 

maintenance event ratios for test support hardware. This audit led to the 

third audit of this quarter which was essentially an evaluation of discrepancies 

documented in Test Area Receiving Inspection. 

These three audits are presently being reviewed and evaluated by PAD management. 

3- Test Area Quality Control 

The chart presented below summarizes component testing for the quarter. 

COMPONENT JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER 

TPA 2 -

Nozzle 1 3 5 

Valve 3 1 

TOTALS 6 1+ 5 

Post test leak checks of TPA S/N 15 revealed leakage which required the pump 

to be removed from the test stand and returned to the shop for rework. The 

retest of TPA S/N 15 was successful. Of the total of 15 tests conducted during 

the quarter, ik were considered successful for an engine hardware test success 

ratio of 93.5^. 
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Section IV 

NTO Quality Control 
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IV. NTO QUALITY CONTROL 

A. SUMMARY OF QUALITY CONTROL ACTIVITIES 

Quality Control activities at NRDS have progressed from the limited KRX activities 

of CY 6h to the comprehensive NRX quality reliability involvement and a steadily 

increasing quality reliability participation at E-MAD and ETS-1. Principal 

areas of improvement have been in test article receiving and assembly opera

tions, test cell and data system control, E-MAD and ETS-1 procurement, installa

tion and activation. 

Each of the above broad categories embraced improved Quality Control participa

tion in design, drawing and specification review, discrepancy reporting, workman

ship standards, personnel certification, contractor audits, vendor surveillance 

and acceptance. 

During the latter part of the year, the NTO Quality Control Department was 

organized into three basic groups: R-MAD operations. Test Cell "A" and Control 

Point "A" operations, and ETS-1 and E-MAD operations. 
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B. R-MAD QUALITY CONTROL ACTIVITIES 

R-MAD Quality Control activities have been concerned with the assembly and 

disassembly of three test articles - NRX-A2, NRX-A3 and NRX/EST. In addition, 

a facility flow chart was prepared prior to each of the test articles. 

As was established during CY 6k, NTO Quality Control participated in the review 

of all test article receiving and assembly procedures. The experience factor 

of Quality Control has measurably improved the inspection requirements included 

in these procedures. Specifically, inspection requirements incorporated in 

the procedures have resulted in better control of changes, cleanliness levels 

and dociimentation. The tangible result of these Quality control activities 

is a reduction in lost time during assembly operations, R-MAD Quality Control 

personnel effected the major portion of the increased activity by establishing 

a coordinated ACFI/NTO inspection effort, 

A comparison of the three test articles indicates a significant measure of 

a performance in contrast with the number of Quality Reliability Disposition 

Reports issued against each test article, as shown in the chart below. Items 

included under mechanical and electrical are those directly related to R-MAD 

assembly operations; whereas, the category shown as "other" includes Quality 

Reliability Disposition Reports written against test cell, control point, and/or 

disassembly and post-operative operations. 

Test QRDR's QRDR's QRDR's QRDR's 
Article Mechanical Electrical Other Total 

NRX-A2 52 38 69 159 

NRX-A3 37 k3 30 110 

NRX/EST 36 21 0 57 
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C. TEST CELL "A" AND CONTROL POINT "A" 

Quality Control activities at Test Cell "A" and Control Point "A" are perhaps 

more dynamic and significant than in the other areas for CY 65. The Quality 

Control functions for this group are divided into mechanical/cryogenic and 

electrical/electronic system activities. 

Quality Control involvement in the mechanical/cryogenic system activity has 

increased from a surveillance function to one of direct participation, which 

includes design, specification and drawing review, vendor surveillance and 

acceptance, failure euialysis and test run anomaly corrective action. In addition, 

specific instruction requirements have been established for the Support Services 

Contractor and contractor installation modifications to the test cell. 

Procurement document review was initiated during this period and NTO Quality 

Control is reviewing all requisitions originated at Test Cell "A" and Control 

Point "A": Source Inspection (Physical Inspection), Supplier's Quality Certifica

tion, Chemical Test Reports and Fiinctional Test Reports. 

The Quality Control electrical/electronic system activities have progressed 

from a limited surveillance operation to a well-defined and controlled activity, 

with NTO Quality Control monitoring the activities of EG&G Quality Assurance 

and conducting specific quality engineering and inspection services during peak 

periods of operations. To obtain the latter, temporary personnel from AGC and 

WANL were utilized. 
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D. ETS-1 QUALITY CONTROL AND RELIABILITY ACTIVITIES 

NTO Quality Control activity at ETS-1 has been primarily concerned with the steam 

generator testing program, interface systems, radiation shields and I&C installa

tion activity. 

Quality Control's participation in the steam generator program at NRDS has resulted 

in the issuance of approximately 3*+ Quality Reliability Disposition Reports. The 

major portion of these discrepancies were noted during receiving inspection operations. 

NTO Quality Control is currently assisting REON Product Assurance in obtaining 

the necessary corrective action. 

The interface system Quality Control activities have included design review, vendor 

evaluation, surveillance and acceptance, review of installation plans and procedures, 

and monitoring of interface systems installation. Vendor evaluations were 

made on interface systems component vendors and, generally, all contractors were 

found to be satisfactory. 

NTO Quality Control established a vendor surveillance plan on all major items 

procured for the interface system. Welding and nondestructive testing were 

of major concern to NTO Quality Control. As a result, the bulk of the vendor 

surveillance activities were accomplished to assure NTO acceptable welds. 

During the latter paxt of the year, an Interface Coordination Committee was 

established by SNPO-N, with NTO Quality Control as part of the membership. As 

of the end of CY 65, the welding procedures and electrical test procedures have 

been reviewed and commented upon by Quality Control. 

NTO Quality Control's participation in the radiation shields effort has consisted 

of technical assistance to SNPO-C, The major problems encountered by Westinghouse/ 

Sunnyvale have been concerned with the welding techniques. The nondestructive 

testing engineer assigned to NTO Quality Control has made nine technical assistance 

trips at the request of SNPO-C. 
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E. E-MAD QUALITY CONTROL AND RELIABILITY ACTIVITIES 

NTO Quality Control accomplishments at E-MAD have been primarily concerned 

with the monitoring of the activities of the installation contractor and partici

pating in the acceptance testing of handling equipment. In all cases of acceptance 

testing of handling equipment, specifically the OPS, WMHS and FMHS, NTO Quality 

Control reviewed the acceptance test procedures and monitored the actual accept

ance testing. 

The OPS and FMHS systems were conditionally accepted by the facility. On the 

OPS particularly, approximately 80 Material Rejection Reports were initiated 

as a result of acceptance test deviations. The correction of these deviations 

is to be accomplished by NTO, with inspection and acceptance performed by NTO 

Quality Control. 

The formal buy-off of the FMHS is contingent upon correction of the inability 

of the carriage and dolly assemblies to negotiate the crossing of door sills. 

This particular problem is to be corrected by NTO. 

The acceptance testing of the WMHS was accomplished with nine minor discrepancies 

noted. All deficiencies pertaining to hardware were corrected. 

NTO Quality Control has established with E-MAD facilities management a review 

of standard operating procedures applicable to E-MAD. 
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Section V 

Product Assurance - WANL 
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SECTION 1 

SUMMARY 

1.1 RELIABILITY 

Reliability Engineering made appropriate studies, evaluations, reports and recom

mendations relative to the NRX-A6 design, ETS systems, and NRX-A4 and NRX-A5 installation 

details. 

Statistical analyses were made of methcxJs of accepting fuel elements on the basis of 

hydrogen corrosion sampling. A thorough analysis of beta backscatter data was documented 

in considerable detail in WANL-TME-1244. An experimental design was generated to 

determine the accuracy of data system channels at NRDC. An experimental plan was established 

to evaluate and qualify the new hydrogen corrosion test at Waltz Mi l l . 

Quality Assurance activities were aimed at increasing the assurance that NRX-A4 

parts and components were acceptable. Audits and studies were made to determine the 

adequacy and accuracy of systems and procedures. Audits were made of documentation and 

correlation of same to hardware. Specification review and customer audits continued. 

1.2 QUALITY CONTROL - ASTRONUCLEAR LABORATORY 

Receiving and In-process Inspection continued to maintain a high level of activity 

in this quarter. A total of 825 separate inspection jobs and 124 work order inspections were 

performed. In addition this group issued 1,093 Material Releases to Reactor Assembly, 84 

Quality Control Material Releases to outside suppliers and 48 Shipping Releases to the test 

site. Also a total of 1, 255 gage calibrations were performed. 
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Non-destructive testing continued in the radiography section with approximately 

3,078 X-ray films being processed. A total of 375 l iquid penetrant inspections were performed. 

Supplier Surveillance approved 23 potential suppliers, condit ional ly approved four 

and disapproved three. 

Reactor Assembly Inspection conducted appropriate act ivi t ies as the progressive core 

bui ld-up continued during this reporting period. The reactor-in-piessure vessel assembly was 

installed in the shipping container on 11 August 1965. Related lower assembly inspections 

were previously made of fuel elements, reactor hardware and l i f t ing fixtures. 

Qua l i t y Engineering act iv i ty on the Plum Brook W-1 In-Pile Loop continued. 

Qual i ty Engineers continued the routine review of Purchase Requisitions (857), 

Purchase Requisition Change Notices (534), Work Orders (161) and Work Order Change 

Notices (71). Ninety-s ix approval requests and 130 variation requests were acted upon. 

Five tooling fixtures and gage designs were started and 102 Inspection Instructions were 

prepared and updated to the latest revision. 

1.3 QUALITY CONTROL-ASTROFUEL 

Astrofuel Qua l i t y Engineering personnel continued to give guidance and approval 

to Westinghouse Research and Development Center's efforts in the design of automated 

inspection equipment systems. 

Planned equipment acquisitions include a medium speed line printer, an extended 

arithmetic element, a dual magnetic tape transport, a printer output decol lato i , a vibrating 

reed viscometer, a data channel multiplexer, a seiial magnetic drum system, a 4,000 word 

memory module and external beta backscatter equipment. 

A Qual i ty Control Manual was issued. 

Data systems act ivi t ies included generation of over 3, 000 packages of data for the 

FCX, system planning NRX-A5 and XE-1 and the design of a comprehensive Beta system for the 

NRX-A5 and XE-1 Reactors. Data systems presented an extensive proposal for a WAFF digi tal 

computer fac i l i ty . 

Over 8, 100 separate inspections were made of fuel elements for use in NRX-A4, 

NRX-A5, XE-1 and FCX units. Particular emphasis was placed on the occurrence of coating 

chips on fuel elements. 
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SECTION 2 

RELIABILITY 

2 .1 RELIABILITY ENGINEERING 

2 . 1 . 1 NRX-A6 Reactor 

A completed fai lure mode analysis of the double wedge support system was reported 

to Engineering. A comparative evaluation of counterflow tie tube methods was in i t iated. 

2 . 1 . 2 ETS Systems 

An extensive evaluation was made of the WANL control system designs for use in 

XE tests. Evaluation of the safety system has resulted in a significant simplif ication of that 

system. A re l iab i l i ty review was made of the design and status of the pneumatically powered 

control drum actuators to be used on the XE engines. It included a review of the design and 

examination of actuator components being tested in the actuator laboratory. A number of 

design changes were recommended and accepted to improve the re l iab i l i ty of the design. 

A redundant Neutronics Averaging and Rejection c i rcui t for ETS-1 was proposed by 

Instrumentation and Control . Recommendations included protection against simultaneous 

secondary reactions resulting from a single input failure as wel l as overall s impl i f icat ion. 

Implementation of these recommendations resulted in delivery of a system acceptable to 

Rel iabi l i ty . 

2 . 1 . 3 NRX System 

Rel iabi l i ty evaluation of alternate methods of providing control paths for the Automatic 

Startup c i rcui t resulted in recommendations to eliminate use of a sil icon controlled recti f ier 
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ci rcui t for release of the switching relay. Direct control of the relay via the amplif ier provides 

noise f i l ter ing as well as c i rcui t s impl i f icat ion. This recommendation was implemented for 

NRX-A3 tests. 

Circui t designs for a 100 volt crossover network used wi th redundant power supplies 

were analyzed. The fol lowing recommendations were made to improve re l iab i l i ty . 

a) Replacement of a si l icon controlled switch or redesign to operate at lower 

stresses. 

b) Replacement of crossover diodes wi th types to permit more derating. 

c) Veri f icat ion of relay operating times during crossover operations. 

A re l iab i l i ty evaluation of the proposed low voltage supply crossover networks used 

in test cel l local controllers resulted in recommendations to replace overvoltage sensing and 

crossover wi th zener diode overvoltage protection. The recommendations for both the 100 

volt crossover network and the low voltage supply crossover network were Implemented. 

The proposed control design for emergency cooling using valve PCV-18 was evaluated 

and recommendations were made to eliminate possible high risk failure modes. In particular, 

failures in the input of the controller amplif ier, in the output of the controller amplif ier, or in 

the local control amplif ier could cause pneumatic opening of PCV-18 wi th a possible catas

trophic failure resulting. Reliabi l i ty recommendations to minimize this l ikel ihood included 

provisions for a switchable redundant clamp at the local control area to prevent premature 

operation. These recommendations were incorporated in the design for NRX-A3. 

A systematic procedure for reviewing a l l Functional Requirements, and their resultant 

Design Packages has been Implemented by Rel iabi l i ty. These reviews have resulted In numerous 

recommendations for re l iab i l i ty improvement as well as disapproval of some designs. 

Revisions A and B of WANL-TME-1157 have been completed, This work updated 

the NRX/EST failure mode analysis to reflect the latest control system design. 

Increased re l iabi l i ty monitoring was provided in the reactor assembly area during 

the later phases of NRX-A4 construction. 
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Completed reliability evaluation, including failure mode analysis of NRX-A3 control 

drum weld failure. Specific comments and recommendations were transmitted to the mechanical 

design group, regarding this and the more general bowing problem. 

Procedures were defined and implemented in a plan for a centralized corrective 

action review, starting with the NRX-A4 test series. Necessary corrective actions are deter

mined from reviews of test reports, QRDR's, Failure Mode Analyses, Design Reviews, etc. 

Reliability will coordinate these corrective actions as assistance to the Project Engineer, pro

viding the necessary continuity for subsequent tests. 

2.1.4 NRX Assembly Operations 

Reliability conducted an evaluation of fuel element chipping on released fuel elements. 

A similar evaluation by WAFF on the subject of chipping at WAFF was initiated and coordinated 

with the Reliability study. The program will allow the establishment of improvement programs 

covering the entire WAFF/WANL operation, 

2.2 STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

2.2.1 Beta Backscatter Analysis 

The analysis of the beta backscatter data continued. Results were reported in WANL-

TME-1244. 

As a result of this work, recommendations were made to change the sampling of 

elements. These were accepted for NRX-A5. 

2.2.2 NRDS Dato Channel Accuracy 

Tests were conducted at NRDS as a part of the experimental design generated to 

determine the accuracy of data system channels. The resulting data was being analyzed at 

the end of the reporting period. 

2.3 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

Quality Assurance activities were aimed at increasing the assurance that all NRX-A4 

parts and components were acceptable and that the Quality Control and Reliability systems for 

controlling such items were adequate. 
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2.3.1 Hardware Status and Compliance to Procedures and Instructions 

Periodic audits were made during the reporting period on documentation, including 

Material Releases, Variat ion Requests, Failure-Discrepancy Disposition Requests, N o n -

Conforming Material Disposition Requests, and several computer tabulation runs to determine 

accuracy of information and procedure compliance. One signif icant result of this work was 

the recommendations which resulted in a revised NMDR procedure and form. 

Complete audits, in accordance with the NRX-A4 audit plan were made of a l l 

cr i t ica l hardware in the NRX-A4. This audit included 100 percent checks of fuel elements, 

f i l ler strips and blocks, support blocks, tie rods, 100 percent checks of or i f ic ing of a l l e l e 

ments and of a l l element locations; and other items such as review of radiographs and other 

data on a sampling basis. Complete oudit of Phase II releases was made by direct comparison 

of furnace data, test documents and data packages. This work provided a much greater degree 

of assurance that a l l items released for use in the reactor were acceptable. This was the major 

portion of Qual i ty Assurance manpower expenditure during this period. 

An audit of multiple NRX-A4 data packages resulted in a corrective action request. 

At the same time an audit of published data against data systems tabulated information was 

conducted. An audit of coating furnace documentation was also made in this period. 

2.3.2 Specification Review 

Qual i ty Assurance reviewed approximately 25 specif ication drafts and f inal versions 

for Qual i ty Control practices and requirements. Qua l i t y Control provisions were also reviewed 

for good practice and compliance with contractual requirements. Significant contributions 

were made to the fuel element specifications. 

2.3.3 Customer Audits 

A considerable amount of time was expended assisting SNPO and AGC representatives, 

in connection with audits which they were performing. 

2.3.4 Qua l i t y Control Assistance 

Qual i ty Assurance provided assistance by providing both consultation and man power 

to WANL and WAFF Qual i ty Control organizations. This time represented at least a half man 

month of combined engineering and technical time. 
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SECTION 3 

QUALITY CONTROL AT WANL 

3.1 RECEIVING AND IN-PROCESS INSPECTION 

3.1.1 Receiving Inspection Ac t iv i t y 

A total of 825 separate inspection jobs were performed during this reporting period. 

Each of these inspections was documented by a Receiving Inspection Report. 

Technical Assistance to Engineering was provided by the completion of 124 Work 

Orders requesting special inspection services. 

3.1.2 Machine Shop 

Qual i ty Control Inspectors continued to exert surveillance over activit ies in the 

Machine Shop. 

3.1.3 Hydrogen Corrosion 

Qual i ty Control Inspection continued to exert surveillance over hydrogen corrosion 

testing. The new corrosion fac i l i t y at WANHES was qual i f ied. 

3.1.4 Material Release and Shipment 

During this reporting period, component parts for assembly of NRX-A4 have been 

released via 1,093 Material Releases. 

Material and supplies have been released to outside suppliers for additional processing 

on 84 Qua l i t y Control Material Releases. 
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The shipment of NRX-A3 and NRX-A4 support equipment and miscellaneous hardware 

to the test site has been documented on 48 Shipping Releases. 

3.1.5 Gage Control 

During this reporting period, 1,255 calibrations were performed on mechanical 

equipment, individual gages or sets. 

The gage cal ibrat ion control system was modified so that equipment which is not 

frequently used may be automatical ly put into an inactive status and thereby eliminate 

unnecessary cal ib iat ion effort. This system also automatically insures that this equipment be 

listed on the active cal ibrat ion rolls when it is withdrawn for use. In addit ion, the intervals 

between calibrations on some equipment have been lengthened by analysis of the wear-usage 

histories. The combined effect of the above modifications has reduced the gage cal ibrat ion 

effort by one-third. 

3.2 NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING 

3.2.1 X-Ray Section 

A total of 3,078 X-ray films were used during this reporting period for inspection of 

production parts. Technical assistance was provided by the completion of 42 Requests for Tests. 

Typical reactor components which were radiographed during this reporting period 

included: 

Inner Reflector Cylinder Raw Material 

Fil ler Strip Raw Material 
Filler Block Raw Material 
Support Block Raw Material 

Support Blocks 
Filler Blocks 
Control Drum Cylinders 
Thermocouples 
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3.2.2 Liquid Penetrant and Ultrasonic Section 

During this reporting period, a total of 375 separate inspection jobs were processed 

through Liquid Penetrant Testing. Technical support was provided to Engineering and Materials 

by the completion of 4 Requests for Tests. 

3.3 SUPPLIER SURVEILLANCE 

Supplier Surveillance conducted 30 in i t ia l surveys: approving 23 potential suppliers, 

condit ional ly approving 4 and disapproving 3, 

Field inspections were performed on 248 separate parts, 152 of which were for ship

ment. Twenty separate parts were placed on hold because of either missing AR's, VR's, 

cert i f ications, change notices or rejected material. 

ACFI - six inspections were performed on work manufactured by ACFI. 

3.4 REACTOR ASSEMBLY INSPECTION 

3.4,1 ND 10401 Hot Test Reactor 

The simulated shield assembly and f inal instrumentation check after seal plug brazing 

was completed and approved by Qua l i t y Control. 

The outer reflector assembly was completed including seal plug brazing and instru

mentation checkout. 

The interface gaging of the outer reflector and simulated shield assembly was performed 

and approved by Qua l i t y Control. 

The inner reflector assembly including instrumentation was completed and approved 

by Qua l i t y Control. 

The core subassembly and instrumentation checkout was completed. A l l measurements 

required by drawing were taken and transmitted to Mechanical Design. 

Interface gaging of the reactor assembly was performed and approved by Quali ty Control. 

Welding of control drum guide tubes to the pressure vessel closure was completed and 

approved by Qua l i t y Control, 
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The reactor-in-vessel assembly was completed. Final instrumentation checkout and 

leak testing of the pressure vessel was performed and approved by Qua l i t y Control. 

The reactor-in-vessel assembly was installed in the shipping container and shipped 

from WANL on 11 August 1965. 

3.4.2 Element Inspection 

Receiving Inspection of loaded and unloaded fuel elements was performed for the 

ND 10401 reactor. For the N D 10401 reactor and for FCX, 4,500 elements were processed. 

The weights of a l l ND 10401 reactor elements fueled and non-fueled were documented 

by Qua l i t y Control. In addi t ion, 202 fuel elements received pre-operational inspection which 

included physical measurements and electr ical resistivity measurements. 

3.4.3 Reactor Hardware Pre-Operational Inspection 

For the N D 10401, 35 different pieces of reactor hardware of various quantities 

were given a complete pre-operational inspection including mechanical dimensioning, 

photographing, spring constant checking and weighing. 

In addit ion to pre-operational requirements, 167 different pieces of various items of 

reactor hardware were weighed and documented by Qual i ty Control. 

3.4.4 Lift ing Fixture and Accessories 

During this reporting period, various load tests and visual inspections of l i f t ing 

fixtures and associated hardware were witnessed and approved by Qual i ty Control. 

3.4.5 Clean Room Requirements 

Throughout this report period. Qual i ty Control has monitored the reactor assembly 

laboratory for conformance to clean specifications on a weekly basis. The results of each 

inspection are documented by Qua l i t y Control. 
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3.5 QUALITY ENGINEERING 

During this period 857 purchase requisitions and 534 purchase requisition change 

notices were reviewed by quality engineers. Additionally 161 work orders and 71 work order 

change notices were reviewed and requirements were added as needed. A total of 96 approval 

requests were reviewed and acted upon by quality engineers. A total of 102 inspection Instruc

tions were prepared and updated to the latest part revision to direct WANL Inspection during 

Receiving Inspection. Five tooling fixtures and gage designs were started by quality engineers. 

A total of 159 Nonconforming Material Disposition Requests were initiated on discrepancies 

found during WANL Inspection. Disposition was made on the defective material by the Engineer

ing Review Board. Also, 111 Failure Discrepancy Disposition Reports were written on 

discrepancies found after parts were released from NERVA Stores. 

Quality Engineering contributed to the writing of 47 Reactor Assembly Process 

Outlines (RAPO's). 

Quality Engineering participated in 15 meetings with WANL suppliers to resolve 

existing or contemplated Quality problems. 

3.5.1 Plum Brook W-1 In-Pile Loop 

Quality Engineering activity on the W-1 Loop is continuing during this reporting 

period. The preliminary planning work is completed and hardware is being presented for final 

inspection and review prior to shipment to the Plum Brook Site for installation. 

Shop drawings, manufacturing processes and test procedures are being reviewed on 

a continuing basis. Approximately 50 percent of the total required drawings and procedures 

have been reviewed during this period. 

Quality Engineering participated in 15 meetings with WANL suppliers to resolve 

existing or contemplated Quality problems. 
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3.5.2 Actuator Bellows Failures 

A fai lure was encountered on one bellows of the ACFI supplied actuators for NRX-A3. 

Metal lurgical analysis supported the theory that the failure was due to corrosion resulting from 

salt residues. A cleaning procedure for removing these salts was developed and successfully 

used by the vendor. An alternate bellows design was selected for use on the NRX-A4 reactor. 

3.5.3 Tie Rod Strain Gage Lead Failure 

An investigation was conducted to resolve a problem with the breaking of strain gage 

leads during the seal block brazing. The d i f f icu l ty was associated with the small outside 

diameter of the lead passing through the seal block. The development of a method for transi

tioning to larger leads inside the reactor successfully solved the problem. 

3.5.4 ACFI Inspection Plan Review 

A method was developed for review and approval of ACFI generated drawings and 

manufacturing procedures on work contracted for by WANL and NRDS. A quantity of 316 

drawings were reviewed, as wel l as numerous manufacturing and inspection procedures. 

3.5.5 Beta Backscatter Thickness Gage (Microderm) 

A system was developed for the measurement of metall ic coating thicknesses on f lat 

graphite surfaces. The system is used for the determination of the thickness of niobium carbide 

deposits by counting the beta backscatter from a strontium 90 source. 

3.5.6 Weight Measurement Standardization 

Standarization of weights and balances is being established between W A N L , NRDS 

and the Astrofuel Faci l i ty for weighing elements and other reactor components during pre

operational and post operational inspections. 

3.5.7 Fluoroscopic Inspection Equipment 

An evaluation was made of the state of the art in bright fluoroscopic methods of 

inspection. Parts can be handled with this new equipment to allow static and dynamic 

fluoroscopic examinations. This new equipment w i l l replace or complement the existing radio

graphic techniques at WANL. 
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SECTION 4 

QUALITY CONTROL - ASTROFUEL 

The design of an element storage vault for the Qual i ty Control Inspection area has 

been f ina l ized. 

The Westinghouse Headquarters Manufacturing Engineering Section is in i t iat ing a 

program known as Error Free Performance at the Cheswick Site. Astrofuel Qual i ty Control 

has accepted an invitat ion to participate in this program. 

A coordinated effort has been ini t iated for a maintenance program that w i l l improve 

the re l iab i l i ty and ut i l izat ion of the Astrofuel NDT and dimensional inspection equipment. 

An Astrofuel Qua l i t y Control Program Plan has been prepared and w i l l be included 

in the revised issue of the overall Prcxiuct Assurance Program Plan (WANL-TNR-088). 

The Astrofuel Qua l i t y Control Manual and the NRX-A5 Process and Inspection Plan 

has been f inal ized and distr ibuted. 

Training sessions for the Inspection Group personnel have been started in an attempt 

to convey more adequate information to the personnel and to keep the personnel better informed 

of the present requirements and/or changes in requirements. This training consists of workplace 

meetings to discuss new and/or revised cardex card formats, inspection plans for new cores, 

new or revised QIP' s, and new equipment as i t becomes avai lable. 

4 . 1 RAW MATERIALS PROCUREMENT & RECEIVING INSPECTION 

The larger orders of graphite flour received during the lost quarter have been fu l ly 

analyzed, qual i f ied, and released to production. 
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The large order of niobium pentachloride initiated during the last quarter is 

performing smoothly in production. The surveillance effort applied during the packaging of 

this order has eliminated the major difficulties previously encountered with "lumping" of the 

materials as received from the vendor. 

In cooperation with Process Engineering, a revision to PD 30046 for graphite flour 

was requested and issued and the Process Engineering WAFF operating procedure and Quality 

Control Inspection procedure were rewritten to assure greater reliability in the control and 

qualification of graphite flour for NERVA fuel elements. 

Considerable effort has been expended during the course of rewriting Astrofuel 

Inspection procedures for the NRX-A5 Inspection Plan to establish complete, reliable 

Receiving Inspection Procedures. 

Raw materials procurement has continued in a normal manner. A slight bias has 

been encountered between General Atomics uranium values for their fuel lots and the deter

minations made by the Westinghouse Laboratory. An exchange program has been entered into 

to define the source of the bias. The existence of this bias was brought into sharp focus during 

a surveillance trip to General Atomics. 

During the past year, extensive quantities of coated fuel beads have been tested, 

controlled, and released to the requirements of PD 30050-B from General Atomics, Carbon 

Products, and 3M. 

4.2 FUEL ELEMENT INSPECTION 

The following Inspection operations were accomplished by the Astrofuel Inspection 

Group during the last quarter: 

Fuel Elements Inspected 

A. NRX-A4 Development and NRX-A5 Production 

Inspection Operation Quantity Inspected 

1) As Machined, Codes 39 thru 99-15 inspection operations/ 
element 554 
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Quantity Inspected 

411 

501 

2) As Leached, A l l Codes - 4 inspection operations/element 

3) Bore Ccxated, A l l Codes - 8 inspection operations/element 

4) Pre-peripheral Coating, Codes 39 and 3 2 - 6 insp. operations/ 
element 65 

5) Peripheral Coated, Codes 39 and 3 2 - 9 inspection operations/ 
element 136 

6) Pre-back Coat, Code 9 9 - 9 inspection operations/element 86 

7) Back Coated, Code 9 9 - 9 inspection operations/element 295 

8) Pre-repair coat. Codes 49 thru 8 9 - 9 inspection operations/ 18 
element 

9) Repair Coated, Codes 49 thru 8 9 - 9 inspection operations/element 132 

10) XE-1 Element Inspection 76 

B. Flexible Cr i t ica l Experimental Core (FCX) Production 

Inspection Operation 

1) Number of Elements Inspected 1644 

Support Blocks Inspected 

1) Regular Blocks - 2 inspection operations/block 38 

2) Irregular Blocks - 2 inspection operations/block 5 

3) Corrosion Test Lobes - 2 inspection operations/block 83 

Thermal Insulating Cups Inspected - 1 inspection operation/cup 21 

Washers 

Raw Materials Inspected 

1) Fuel 

a) Migration characteristics, shape, thickness 40 lots 

b) Extraneous matter 47 lots 

c) Shape 40 lots 

d) Average Thickness 40 lots 

e) Minimum Thickness 40 lots 

f) Total Penetration 34 lots 
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2) Thermax 

3) Graphite Flour 

4) Dry Carbon Ingredients 

Study of Occurrence of Coating Chips on Fuel Elements 

Receiving Inspection of Tools for Machine Shop 

1) Form tools 

2) Single point cutters 

3) Reamers 

Work Orders (Requests for Special Inspections) 

Inspection Operation' 

1) Beta Backscatter 

2) Gamma Count 

3) Leak Test 

4) Air Impedance 

5) Hole Locations 

Quantity Inspected 

4 lots 

16 barrels 

21 barrels 

858 elements 

56 

415 

199 

63 elements 

30 elements 

91 elements 

1 element 

912 wafers & 

6) Eddy Current 

7) Metallography 

8) X-ray 

9) Bow and Twist 

10) Tip Slippage 

11) Across Flats 

tips 

23 elements 

107 sections 

99 elements & 
samples 

198 elements 

499 elements 

65 elements 

4.3 DATA SYSTEMS ACTIVITIES 

FCX 

During this quarter, approximately 3,000 packages of nuclear data were generated 

for this reactor experiment at Waltz Mills, A greater portion of this information was computed 
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on the WAFF PDP-5 Computer, and the ut i l izat ion of this equipment resulted in a net 

computer cost savings. 

NRX-A5 

System planning for this reactor was completed and was completely redesigned 

because of extensive changes in fuel element processing and inspection. Programming is in 

its f inal stajies, and the release system should be operational before October. Among its 

improved features are the ab i l i t y to handle any combination of multiple coating runs, 

together with respective checks and balances that are required to assure accurate information. 

XE-1 

Systems analysis of this reactor's requirements and operating procedures are in the 

f inal stages of planning and should be complete before mid-October. It is anticipated that 

this computer system w i l l have the ab i l i t y to evaluate and categorize various types of fuel 

elements to determine i f unique elements can be considered XE-1 core candidates. 

Beta Systems 

A rather comprehensive Beta System has been designed and is now operational for 

NRX-A5 and XE-1 reactors. This system computes, displays and stores both profile and spot 

check information. Advanced concepts were used in the design of this system and had an 

expedient effect on the real time processing. Since i t handles cal ibrat ion, profile and spot 

check data in asynchronous mode, the processing time is three times faster than any one of 

the three systems that were previously used. 

Automated Inspection Systems 

Systems planning for the new automated equipment (air impedance, hole size, 

length, and perpendicularity) is in process and should be nearing completion by mid-October. 
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WAFF Digital Computer Faci l i ty Proposal 

During the NRX-A5 Qua l i t y Control customer review. Data Systems gave a presenta

tion of a computer fac i l i t y that would give Astrofuel extensive data processing capabi l i ty. 

The fol lowing is an abstract of this proposal: 

SCOPE A N D SCHEDULE 

Phase One 

Provide a total Data Systems network for a l l Astrofuel Qual i ty Control act iv i t ies. 
Schedule immediate development (1965). 

Phase Two 

Provide production, inventory, and accountabi l i ty control for Astrofuel Operations 
and Qual i ty Control. Schedule development to start early in 1966 i f agreed to and 
supported by a l l cognizant groups. 

Phase Three 

Provide a communications link with Oak Ridge - Y-12 activi t ies and Qua l i t y 
Control data f low. Schedule development to start during the middle of 1966 i f 
deemed advisable. 

CAPABILITY 

This configuration shall have the ab i l i t y of providing the fol lowing functions: 

Act as a data satel l i te or l ink to the Astronuclear Digital Computer Faci l i ty for 
large scale system processing. This function includes the transmission, feedback 
and display of such Qua l i t y Control data reports as the "data package", audits, 
element release status, et a l . 

Receive, process and report information for Qua l i t y Control and Engineering 
Process Point Control. 

Initiate and maintain data acquisit ion, retr ieval , and report generation of 
production/inventory control information. 

Serve as a data link between Oak Ridge and WAFF to receive Y-12 data packages 
and/or transmit process data, new specifications and deviation documentation. 
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Data Satell ite 

This subsystem shall transmit data stored on punched cards or magnetic tape through 
the communications buffer and data set (of the WAFF computer) to the Large 
Faci l i ty at approximately 300 characters per second, where i t w i l l be placed on 
magnetic tape for later package processing on the presently installed IBM 7094 
Computer, After processing, the information stored on magnetic tape w i l l be fed 
back to Cheswick in pure computer code where i t w i l l be de-coded and printed on 
the Medium Speed Line Printer, 

Process Point Control 

This subsystem shall consist of a card reader located at a central point in the 
Inspection area and w i l l transmit punched card data to a real time Mult iplex Unit, 
which w i l l immediately route this data to magnetic tape drives for prior i ty processing 
and feed back to a teletypewriter also located in the Inspection area. 

Process and Inventory Control 

This subsystem shall consist of transactors located at strategic points in the Produc
t ion and Inspection areas that w i l l transmit manually entered data to a central ly 
located control ler, which in turn w i l l edit and code the information into suitable 
formats for real time storage on a random access memory drum. This data, once 
stored, w i l l be used to generate various management/administrative reports, 

Y-12 Data Link 

This subsystem shall receive or transmit information from Oak Ridge and print i t 
on the WAFF Line Printer in identical fashion as the data received from W A N L The 
instal lat ion of this network may necessitate the leasing of an IBM 7711 Data 
Transmitter by Union Carbide. 

4.4 PRODUCT CONTROL ENGINEERING 

The NRX-A4 release program is complete and the NRX-A5 and XE-1 release programs 

are in process. Due to the broad def ini t ion existing for the XE-1 core. Product Control 

Engineering became engaged in performing evaluation and release actions against several 

sets of approved drawings and specifications during one given time period. 
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The more recent major Product Control Engineering activit ies are listed below. 

I. Engineering Studies and Evaluations 

1) NRX-A4 Reject Rates - Studies of NRX-A4 reject rates for various element 

characteristics. 

2) Developed y ie ld percentages for various categories of XE-1 candidates to assist 

in XE-1 schedule predictions. 

3) Defini t ion of measurable flash - Reference: letters WAFF:QC:359 and PCE:0665:011 

4) Investigation of NbC chipping - Reference: letter WAFF:QC:332 

5) Evaluation of metallography data of NRX-A4 - Reference: WAFF:QC:334 

II. Qua l i t y Inspection Procedures 

1) Forty-f ive QIP's have been prepared, reviewed, and revised as necessary for NRX-A5. 

III . Discrepancy Dispositioning 

1) Established a log for NRX-A5 to correlate the MRT with individual elements 

2) Established a VR log to control the f low of VR's applicable to elements 

IV, Release of Elements 

1) Reviewed inspection results of 1, 100 elements for release to FCX 

2) Completion of the evaluation and release of NRX-A4 elements 

3) Completion of 100 percent audit of data pertaining to a l l elements released for 

NRX-A4 

4) Began to release NRX-A3 and NRX-A4 grade elements for the XE-1 

V, Supplier Surveillance 

Duties at Union Carbide's Y-12 Faci l i ty on the NRX-A4 and NRX-A5 programs 

are listed below: 

1) Continual surveillance of Y-12 inspections of NRX-A4 fueled and unfueled elements 

was maintained to the completion of NRX-A4 commitments. 
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2) Astrofuel Product Control Engineering personnel attended a l l weekly program 

meetings at Y-12 with members of WANL Design and Production Control to assure 

a team effort in resolving problems and planning. 

3) A id in preparing, evaluat ing, and submitting AR's, VR's, and shipment of data 

packages was supplied on a continuing basis. 

4) The dispositioning of approximately 25 Variation Requests was coordinated by phone 

from Y-12 with WANL Design, Materials, and Reactor Analysis personnel. 

5) Prepare PQR's for elements after review of NRX-A5 drawings and specifications. 

6) Liaison services were provided to a l l WANL Departments in obtaining development, 

furnace processing, computer programming, and status information. 

4.5 ENGINEERING LIAISON 

During this quarter, emphasis continued on establishing the interchange of destruc

t ive test elements previously non-destructively tested among LASL, Y-12 , and WANL. A 

meeting was attended at LASL to define the methods of analyses to be ut i l ized by the three 

chemical laboratories, A Qua l i t y Control Standard solution of uranium and niobium has 

been prepared by Westinghouse and circulated among the three laboratories to establish 

whether any baseline bias exists among the three chemical groups. Upon the completion of 

this phase, circulat ion of destructive segments from the f inal-coated interchange elements 

w i l l begin. 

Representatives of Y-12 visited Astrofuel to exchange operating experience and 

cal ibrat ion techniques in gamma scanning and beta backscatter. 

Astrofuel is part icipating in a non-destructive to destructive correlation ini t iated 

by LASL on uncoated, "as-leached" fuel elements. These elements have been gamma 

scanned at Astrofuel and segments w i l l be chemically analyzed when they are subsequently 

distributed by LASL 

During the past year, there were nine interchange visits in which either Astrofuel 

personnel visited both Y-12 and LASL or both LASL and Y-12 personnel visited Astrofuel 
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An extensive interchange of operating and cal ibrat ion information was 

made concerning the non-destructive tests; gamma scan, beta backscatter, and eddy current 

as applied to ROVER - NERVA fuel elements. This interchange in depth at the direct 

engineering experience level has sharply defined the problem areas requiring solutions to 

improve the precision and accuracy of non-destructive test results. 

Material Disposition 

Over 1300 Material Review Forms generated against fuel elements found to be 

discrepant during manufacture were reviewed and dispositioned in association with Process 

Engineering during this quarter. The hydrogen corrosion samples and metallographic reports 

required for Phase II disposition of over 400 support blocks were evaluated. Test reports on 

the hydrogen corrosion behavior and Phase II disposition were made on approximately 200 fuel 

elements. 

4.6 NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING EQUIPMENT 

Operating procedures for the non-destructive test systems were updated for use in 

the NRX-A5 test plan. 

Correlation of metallographic results with both beta backscatter and eddy current 

systems data are continuing to provide both a continuing independent check of NDT results 

and develop data for long range improvements in non-destructive test equipment. 

4.6,1 Automated Eddy Current Equipment 

The automated eddy current equipment has performed wel l during this past quarter. 

The equipment and cal ibrat ion techniques have proved to possess excel lent long-term stabil i ty. 

Efforts are under way to extend probe l i fe by developing a repair procedure. A preventive 

maintenance program has also been in i t iated to examine the probe visual ly on a periodic 

basis. A design review is underway to determine if the probe can be mechanically modified 

to minimize the wear of epoxy coi l coatings. These efforts w i l l continue into the next 

quarter. 
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The technical report (WANL-TME-1181) documenting the evaluation of the eddy 

current non-destructive test system was completed and distributed during this reporting period. 

4.6.2 Automated External Beta Backscatter Equipment 

The design of an automated external beta backscatter system, based on an existing 

LASL design, is complete. However, to obtain the capabi l i ty for measuring external NbC 

coating immediately. Qua l i t y Engineering is qual i fy ing a commercial beta backscatter gage, 

trade named Microderm, for interim use unti l the automated system is on- l ine. The unit is 

set-up and w i l l be used to determine the external coating thickness on NRX-A5 fuel elements. 

4.6.3 Automated Internal Beto Backscatter Equipment 

Modif ications were completed on the internal beta backscatter systems to accomplish 

the fol lowing objectives: 

Provide for a selection of different levels along the fuel element for obtaining 

a static or spot check measurement. 

Provide for a combined dynamic profi le of a single channel (channel 11) 

and concurrent spot check of a l l nineteen channels. 

4.6.4 Automated Sheffield Length, Perpendicularity, Diameter & Air Impedance Equipment 

A l l check-out and "debugging" problems with this equipment have been resolved by 

the Sheffield Corporation. This equipment w i l l be put on- l ine in the next quarter upon 

completion of the wr i t ing of operating procedures, training of operators, and establishment 

of computer programs. 

4.6.5 Automated Sheffield Bow, Twist, and Envelope Equipment 

This equipment is presently being "debugged" by personnel of the Sheffield Corp

oration. Sheffield design personnel, rather than their normal service personnel, w i l l complete 

the check-out portion for the equipment. Astrofuel w i l l accept this equipment on the basis 

of repeatabil i ty tests to Purchase Order requirements, u t i l iz ing a special standard presently 

being manufactured and mutually agreed upon between Sheffield and Westinghouse. 
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4.6.6 Leak Test Fixture 

A new leak test f ixture to test both joint and incremental leakage along the body 

of fuel elements is being designed. This unit is expected to be available early in the next 

quarter. 

4.6.7 Gamma Scanning Equipment 

The gamma scanning inspection procedure was revised to require tighter tolerances 

on equipment cal ibrat ion and increase the re l iab i l i ty of gamma scan data. The addition of 

the "scint imatic" dynamic high voltage power supply control to improve system stabi l i ty has 

been an essential factor in gamma counter operation to the tighter inspection procedure 

requirements. 

An intensive evaluation of the response characteristics of fuel element gamma 

scanning equipment is continuing. This precise col lat ion of destructive to non-destructive 

test data w i l l further increase gamma scan precision and accuracy. Design of automated 

gamma scan equipment using the same logic and transport as developed for external beta 

backscatter is nearing completion at the Westinghouse Research and Development Center. 

Routine, da i ly feedback of gamma scan results are being reduced with the PDP-5 Computer 

and fed to Process Engineering for use in Process Control. 

4.6.8 Green Mix Gamma Count 

The green mix gamma count procedure has been refined and implemented for 

NRX-A5 production. The apparatus required to prepare green mix pellets has been replaced 

and is in operation. An optimum pellet size for gamma counting of Code 9 loading in the fuel 

element gamma scan equipment has been established. The technique w i l l be expanded to 

include al l loading codes as experimental information becomes avai lable. Effort w i l l be con 

tinued to further refine the green mix procedure from a qual i tat ive test to a quantitative tech-

n ique supplying feedback of uranium loading for Process Control at the time of mixing and 

extrusion of fuel elements. 
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4.6.9 Beta Backscatter Probes 

Effort was continued at the Westinghouse Research Laboratories during this quarter 

on radiation resistant probe materials. It has not proved possible to obtain a quotation from 

some twelve commercial sources for a solid date detector when a performance guarantee 

with respect to background electr ical noise was made a part of the request for quotation. 

Emphasis has shifted to testing materials for use in scinti l lator detectors with the Westing

house Van de Graaff generator. Scinti l lator systems stable to 200 megarad dosage of high 

energy electrons have been defined with solid zinc sulfide and a proprietary, commercially 

avai lable l iquid scint i l lator. Materials used in present state-of-the-art probes demonstrate 

degradation at dosages of 1/100 to 1/500 of this amount. A silicone material capable of 

curing to a solid has been defined to possess radiation resistance to a dosage of 200 megarads. 

The General Electric Type 201 quartz l ight pipe normally applied to this service has proved 

no more stable than common lead glasses. Preliminary hardware development from the 

radiation resistant materials have been implemented. 

A comparison of the Y-12 designed probe used by Astrofuel and the LASL probe has 

been completed at LASL using a probe shipped to them by Astrofuel. There is a different 

response of the two probes at higher coating thicknesses, the Y-12 probe with its higher 

source strength being more strongly influenced by the uranium loading of the matrix. The 

hole size effect of the two probes are nearly equal, but of opposite sign. Further comparisons 

w i l l lead to better opt imizat ion of probe design. 

During the past year, the instabil i ty of present state-of-the-art beta backscatter 

probes when exposed to high energy electrons has been defined as the major detractor from 

re l iab i l i ty of long-term beta backscatter data. Effort w i l l be continued to develop a probe 

with a useful l i fe approaching a year, as opposed to the present 2 - 4 weeks. 

4.6.10 Automated Inspection Equipment Systems 

The f inal design of automated external beta backscatter units for external coating 

of fuel elements and support blocks has been completed by the Westinghouse Research 
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Laboratories during the past quarter. The design of automated gamma scan equipment is 

being f inal ized. Uniformity with existing logic of present Astrofuel equipment has been 

retained throughout. The requirements for extending the logic of a l l equipment to increase 

the re l iab i l i ty of raw data format matching Data Systems computer programs has been defined. 

Mechanical modification of Y-12 automatic transports to increase re l iab i l i ty and decrease 

maintenance down-time has been defined. Hardware oriented design efforts have started. 

Feasibility studies have demonstrated that acoustic leak detection cannot be applied to 

NERVA fuel elements due to retained porosity and high inherent damping capacity. The 

circui t ry required to resolve electr ical noise components present when measuring resistivity 

of the thicker coated portions of fuel elements has been defined. Design studies have 

demonstrated the feasibi l i ty of resolving the true resistivity signal and recording the noise 

component at one and the same time. It is desired to establish whether the noise component 

can be correlated at least qual i ta t ive ly with coating qual i ty in the thicker coated regions. 

Design of automated potential drop equipment is beginning. 

During the past year, fu l l capabi l i ty of design operation and maintenance of 

advanced automated non-destructive test equipment has been developed by Astrofuel. This 

capabi l i ty has been fu l ly coordinated with Data Systems and Computer Programs. The 

ab i l i t y of logic c i rcui t ry in NDT equipment is being extended to further integrate the equip

ment - computer interface to obtain higher re l iab i l i ty in computer output reports, since such 

reports are whol ly at the mercy of input data accuracy and format. Effort is being expended 

in human factor analysis to modify, where required, the equipment-operator interface to 

gain increased certainty that proper data and peripheral computer information is being 

obtained from the equipment. A program has been implemented to improve operation and 

cal ibrat ion procedures to establish data acquisition control for increasing the re l iab i l i ty of 

non-destructive test data at the time of its generation. 

4.7 AEC CAPITAL EQUIPMENT 

The fol lowing addit ional AEC Capital Equipment has been requisitioned with 

Contract Year 1965 funds by Astrofuel Qua l i t y Control during the past quarter. This equipment. 
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together with equipment previously requisitioned during Contract Year 1965, plus equipment 

requested for Contract Year 1966, is required for Astrofuel Quality Control in order to meet 

the stringent Quality Assurance requirements applicable to the manufacture of NERVA 

Program fuel elements. 

4.7.1 Medium Speed Line Printer 

This unit will have the capability of producing printed copy from the binary codes 

input supplied by the Astrofuel PDP-5 Computer. This printer system is capable of printing 

132 columns of 64 unique characters at a speed of 300 lines per minute. 

4.7.2 Extended Arithmetic Element 

This unit will be interfaced with the Astrofuel PDP-5 Computer and will have the 

ability to perform multiplication and division on an average of 18 times faster than the present 

capability of the Astrofuel PDP-5 Computer. 

4.7.3 Dual Magnetic Tape Transport Equipment 

This equipment will provide the necessary additional magnetic tape drives for the 

Astrofuel PDP-5 Computer. This equipment will provide for realistic high speed information 

storage and retrieval routines through the use of Von Nuermann sort/merge programs and 

will also be used to store generators for programmed control of the above mentioned medium 

speed printer. 

4.7.4 Printer Output Decolator and Deleaver 

This equipment will provide a means of automatically removing carbon paper from 

multiple copy printer output reports, quickly detach the report into single sheets, and, as 

a result, permitting rapid dissemination of this printed output information to cognizant 

activities. 
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4.7.5 Vibrat ing Reed Viscometer 

This unit w i l l be capable of measuring Thixotropic fluids independent of immediate 

post mechanical working history of the f lu id. This unit w i l l be complete with an ultrasonic 

driver for the vibrat ing reed and a computer to calculate viscosity from the damping effect 

of the f lu id on the reed. 

4.7.6 Data Channel Mul t ip lexer 

This unit w i l l permit high speed transfer between core memory and up to four 

input-output devices. Its maximum combined transfer rate w i l l be 166,666 12-bit words per 

second. 

4.7.7 Serial Magnetic Drum System 

This system is a standard option for the Astrofuel PDP-5 Computer and w i l l serve 

as an auxi l iary data storage device. Information in the PDP-5 can be stored in this system 

and rapidly be retrieved in sectors of 128 computer words. After a program is attached, sectors 

of information are transferred between the computer core memory and this system automatically. 

4.7.8 4K Word Memory Module 

This equipment w i l l be interfaced with the Astrofuel PDP-5 Computer to add 

additional memory storage capabil i t ies to the present computer memory capacity. 

4.7.9 External Beta Backscatter Equipment 

An Interworks Requisition has been placed with the Westinghouse Research and 

Development Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, for the building of external beta backscatter 

equipment. This new equipment w i l l enable Astrofuel Qua l i t y Control to obtain automated 

external beta backscatter equipment of the highest e f fect iv i ty wi th in the present state-of-

the-art in constructing automated inspection equipment. 

This external beta backscatter equipment is designed to perform the measurement 

of external surface treatment on NERVA fuel elements and support blocks required by 

drawings and specifications. Beta backscatter is a non-destructive test and its use eliminates 
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the destructive test of fuel elements to certify coating runs resulting in the retention of all 

elements for submittal as core candidates. This properly designed equipment wil l measure 

each element shipped to a core, increasing core reliability due to direct verification of each 

fuel element to drawing and specification requirements. The equipment must be automated 

to provide sufficient productivity to cover WANL product schedule requirements. This auto

mated equipment wil l increase control over output data format by means of punched cards 

capable of direct communication to the Computers of the Data Systems Group, assuring 

greater accuracy in final reported characteristics of fuel elements. 

4.8 ASTROFUEL FACILITY QUALITY CONTROL MANUAL 

The Astrofuel Quality Control Manual has been issued and is being implemented. 

This manual included the Quality Methods and Procedures which are applicable to the 

Quality Control operation at the Astrofuel Facility. 

QMP (A) SUBJECT OF DOCUMENT 

4-1 IDENTIFICATION AND TRACEABILITY OF RAW MATERIALS 

AND COMPONENTS BY SERIAL OR LOT NUMBERS 

4-3 CHANGE CONTROL 

5-1 SURVEYING AND RATING SUPPLIER' S QUALITY CONTROL 

AND INSPECTION SYSTEM 

5-2 QUALITY REQUIREMENTS FOR PROCUREMENT DOCUMENTS 

5-3 QUALITY SURVEILLANCE CLASSIFICATIONS 

5-5 RECEIVING INSPECTION 

6-1 CONTROL OF GOVERNMENT FURNISHED PROPERTY 

7-1 IN-PROCESS INSPECTION 

7-2 INSPECTION AND TEST INSTRUCTIONS 

8-1 DISPOSITIONING DISCREPANT MATERIALS AND PARTS 
DISCOVERED AT IN-PROCESS INSPECTICN 
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QMP (A) SUBJECT OF DOCUMENT 

8-2 VARIATION REQUEST 

9-1 DESIGN, ACQUISITION, CALIBRATION, AND CONTROL 
OF TEST EQUIPMENT 

9-2 DESIGN, ACQUISITION, CALIBRATION, AND CONTROL 

OF INSPECTION TOOLS AND GAGES 

11-1 PRODUCT SHIPMENTS FROM WAFF 

14-3 CORRECTIVE ACTION 

4.9 NRX-A5 PROCESS AND INSPECTION PLAN 

An NRX-A5 Process and Insfjection Plan was prepared and issued during the past 

month. This newly issued document is intended to provide for a ready reference of the 

specification, AFF Procedures, Quality Inspection Procedures and drawings that are 

applicable to the manufacture and inspection of NRX-A5 elements at the Astrofuel Facility. 

It is planned that a similar manual wi l l be prepared for all future cores. 

4.10 QUALITY CONTROL ELEMENT STORAGE VAULT 

The design of an element storage vault for the Quality Control Inspection Area 

was finalized during the past month. Quality Control wi l l have the capability of storing 

approximately 2000 fuel elements in this vault. Completion of this new construction is 

scheduled for mid-October. 
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